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Mysterious groups such as Majestic 12 , the Illuminati , the Knights Templar , the Bilderberg Group , and the
Trilateral Commission also either play a central part in the plot or are alluded to during the course of the game.
The plot of Deus Ex depicts a society on a slow spiral into chaos. There is a massive division between the rich
and the poor, not only socially, but in some cities physically. A synthetic vaccine , "Ambrosia", manufactured
by the company VersaLife, nullifies the effects of the virus but is in critically short supply. Because of its
scarcity, Ambrosia is available only to those deemed "vital to the social order ", and finds its way primarily to
government officials, military personnel, the rich and influential, scientists, and the intellectual elite. With no
hope for the common people of the world, riots occur worldwide, and a number of terrorist organizations have
formed with the professed intent of assisting the downtrodden, among them the National Secessionist Forces
of the U. Through these missions, JC is reunited with his brother, Paul, who is also nano-augmented.
Manderley orders JC to fly to Hong Kong to eliminate Tracer Tong, a hacker whom Paul has contact with, and
who can disable the kill switches. An entity named "Daedalus" contacts JC and informs him that the prison is
part of Majestic 12 , and arranges for him and Paul to escape. The two flee to Hong Kong to meet with Tong,
who deactivates their kill switches. Tong requests JC infiltrate the VersaLife building. Doing so, JC discovers
that the corporation is the source for the Gray Death, and he is able to steal the plans for the virus and destroy
the "universal constructor" UC that produces it. JC meets with Illuminati leader Morgan Everett and learns
that the Gray Death virus was intended to be used for augmentation technology, but Majestic 12, led by
trillionaire businessman and former Illuminatus Bob Page, was able to steal and repurpose it into its viral
form. JC finds the schematics and electronically transmits them to Savage. However, JC is able to reprogram
the missile to strike Area JC travels there himself to confront Page. When JC locates him, Page reveals that he
seeks to merge with Helios and gain full control over all nanotechnology. All three factions ask for his help in
defeating Page while furthering their own objectives, and JC is forced to choose between them. Tong seeks to
plunge the world into a Dark Age by destroying the global communications hub and preventing anyone from
taking control of the world. See guidance in Wikipedia: Majestic Revelations, and it was scheduled for release
on Christmas The team designed over characters without associated in-game roles,[ clarification needed ]
which was both helpful when designing missions and unhelpful as they attempted to reduce their scope. The
Dark Project , and GoldenEye as game design influences, and used the stories and settings of Colossus: By
March , preproduction had generated pages of documentation. Two writers and four testers were hired as
contractors. The wide range of input led to debates in the office and changes to the game. The team planned
third-party ports for Mac OS 9 and Linux. He also removed a largely complete White House level due to its
complexity and production needs. He did not want the character to force any emotion so that whatever feelings
the player may be experiencing comes from themselves rather than from JC Denton. To do this, Spector
instructed voice actor Jay Anthony Franke to record his dialogue without any emotion but in a monotone
voice, which is unusual for a voice acting role. Spector wrote that they considered it in preproduction, but that
they did not figure out how to handle it until "relatively late in development". As a result, NPC behavior was
variable until the very end of development. The team used "more than video cards" throughout development.
They also built a custom dialogue editor, ConEdit. To Spector, this was a lesson to always prefer "general
solutions" over "special casing", such that the tool set works predictably. Their small programming team
allowed for a larger design group. The programmers also found the engine accommodating, [50] though it
took about nine months to acclimate to the software. Invisible War and Thief 3.
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Handsome billionaire, Brandon Hastings was Katie Raymond's first love. They had a whirlwind romance that captivated
her heart and took her on a sexual journey she never wanted to end.

In season one, Melanie is a medical student who gave up the chance to attend Johns Hopkins School of
Medicine to move to San Diego with her boyfriend Derwin Davis while attending a less prestigious medical
school in the area. Derwin was against it at first but eventually came around. In May Mowry announced via
her Twitter account that she would not be returning to The Game in season six. In the season one finale,
Derwin has an affair with Drew Sidora, and Melanie breaks off the relationship. In the beginning of season 2,
after desperately trying to get her back, Derwin acts out against Melanie for a bit until she saves him from a
gold digger who tried to "trap" him by getting her pregnant. In the season two finale, he finds out his
ex-girlfriend Janay is pregnant with his baby, and he and Melanie get back together. Derwin also emerges as a
superstar player in season 4, getting numerous endorsement deals, including Nike , and becoming the new face
of the Sabers organization. In May , it was announced that Hall would not return to The Game for the sixth
season; however in August it was announced that he would be returning, but Hall would only appear in one
episode. This allowed Derwin to be with Melanie, who is in Baltimore doing her Residency. The trade,
however, was not planned by Derwin, but executed by the team owner because Derwin was responsible for the
injury of former teammate and quarterback Kwan Kirkland. Malik, giving his mother an ultimatum at one
point, eventually fires Tasha. It is then that Tasha builds her own management company, Tasha Mack
Management. In the season three finale, Kelly Pitts and Tasha have a falling-out when Kelly discovers that
Tasha set her then ex-husband, Jason Pitts, with his then new girlfriend, Camille. The altercation soon turns
physical, with Kelly punching Tasha. In season 5, Tasha decided to be celibate after a brief romance with a
male escort Carl Anthony Payne. She eventually falls for her longtime friend Pookie Rockmond Dunbar. In
the Season 5 finale, her ex-boyfriend Rick Fox returns. In season 6, she appoints herself Sunbeams president
due to Jaz arguing with everybody with Tasha and Keira and Chardonnay. After their relationship gradually
became more and more strained in season 2, Kelly and Jason divorced at the beginning of season three. At the
start of season 4, it is revealed that Kelly is now a reality TV star, with her own show centered around the
ex-wives of professional athletes. Her character was bumped down to recurring in season 4, and her character
was effectively written out of the show in season 4 after she stated to Jason that she needed to head back to
home to her parents to find herself again. Daniel had made no further appearances in the series after that
season. But in season 6, Kelly is heavily mentioned by the remaining characters especially Tasha. After being
referred to a therapist by Kelly, Tasha reveals that Kelly has since moved to Paris. She made her return in
season 7. She and Jason get remarried in season 9. Arrogant and cocky, Malik initially begins the series as an
immature womanizer. He falls in love with actress Robin Givens and convinces her to marry him as a
publicity stunt. In the beginning, he lived with his mom but eventually gets his own place for the purpose of
being able to party every night. He also fired his mom in season 2. In the season 3, he finally meets his father
and his half sister, Pucci, whom he tries to help with her singing career. Malik gets incarcerated for assaulting
a cop and DUI , and goes to rehab to solve his newfound problems. In rehab, he falls for a troubled
supermodel Jenna Rice Tika Sumpter. In season 5, Malik has financial issues and is forced to sell his
multimillion-dollar mansion and his cars. The season 5 finale, Malik ends his relationship with Jenna. He
seemed to be getting his life together, but then had converted back to his old ways. In season 7, Malik goes
through physical therapy in hopes of getting back into football and falls for his previously lesbian physical
therapist Yanna. In the season 7 finale Malik ends his relationship with Yanna. In season 8 Malik rejoins the
Sabers, but loses his position as team captain to Blue. In the season 8 finale he and Keira admit their feelings
about each other after being best friends for a long time. In the beginning of season 9 Malik and Keira are in a
relationship as he and Blue began feuding, and he becomes the laughing stock of the team. Keira responds by
slapping him. In the series finale Malik leads the team to the playoffs, he proposes to Keira who declines , he
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had plans to retire, but he continues to play, winning another championship with the Sabers. Coby Bell as
Jason Pitts seasons , ; recurring seasons â€” Jason Pitts is the San Diego Sabers former team captain and
superstar wide receiver, later its head coach. He is the husband of Kelly Pitts, although they divorced in season
3. Jason and Kelly have one child, Brittany Pitts. In season 2, realizing that his skills were visibly diminishing,
Jason starts using steroids to boost his performance. The Sabers win the championship that year. But once
Kelly finds out about his steroid use it puts a strain on their relationship, leading to their divorce in season 3.
Jason had a girlfriend briefly in season 3 guest star Stacey Dash ; however, he is single at the beginning of
season 4. Jason is officially cut from the Sabers in season 4, and he becomes a correspondent on Benched, a
sports news television series hosted by former NBA basketball player Chris Webber. In season 5, he is a
correspondent on his own show, The Pitts Stop, and is in a romantic relationship with girlfriend-wife
Chardonnay portrayed by Brandy Norwood. In season 6, Jason makes an attempt at a comeback but suffered a
concussion , affecting his playing ability among other things as well. He retires for good at the beginning of
season 7. Jason does not marry Chardonnay, admitting he is still in love with Kelly. In season 8 Jason courts
Kelly again despite her initial reluctance and is also named interim head coach of the Sabers. He and Kelly
remarry in season 9. Brandy as Chardonnay Pitts seasons 6â€”9; recurring season 5 â€” Chardonnay is the
ex-wife of Jason Pitts. She and Jason met when goes to the where she bar tends. She refuses to serve Jason,
who tells her boss and gets her fired. Feeling bad after he got her fired, Jason takes her on a date. They wind
up in Tijuana. Jason gets drunk and Chardonnay tricks him into marrying her to see if he really loves black
women. They return to San Diego and decide to get their marriage annulled. In the season 5 finale Chardonnay
and Jason decided not to go through with the annulment and stay married. Though they have their ups and
downs, everything seems fine between the 2 until Kelly shows up in season 7. This upsets Chardonnay to the
point she kicks Jason out of the house. She lets him back in and despite his reveal that he kissed Kelly after
visiting her in a hotel, they still plan to get married. Chardonnay slaps Jason and storms off, beside herself. At
the beginning of season 8 she goes back to Fresno , saying to Tasha there was nothing left but bad memories
in San Diego. She is struggling to make the transition from child star to adult. Keira is one of the new
characters that was introduced in season 6. Her character does not replace Melanie, but is a new character
added into the script. The two meet at a party where they hookup. Blue and Keira try to ignore and anger each
other at first, then become cordial, then fall for each other. He saw it from the back. They break up again. In
season 8, after being told by several people that she needs to dedicate herself to her craft, she kisses Malik at
an audition after they had to be forced to by the acting coach; leading to deeper feelings between the two, who
were just best friends before. Keira ends up with Malik, at the disapproval of Tasha. She gets her breakout
role. Jay Ellis as Bryce "Blueprint" Westbrook seasons 6â€”9 â€” San Diego Sabers wide receiver and the first
overall draft pick from Stanford who is highly educated and often the smartest person in the room. Even
though he is bright and talented, he is still a young man who has a lot to learn about life, love and himself.
Blue is one of the new characters that was introduced in season 6. His character replaces Derwin Davis as a
main character. Blue was traded from Baltimore to San Diego in exchange for Derwin. The two men confront
each other at a post-draft party and brawl. That same night he pursues Keira for the first time. They start an
on-again, off-again type of relationship throughout the series. In season 7 Jason chastises Blue for not being
focused due to his off the field distractions. Blue takes initiative and eventually becomes team captain in
season 8. In season 9 he led a protest against Saber management that cost him a couple of games, though the
Sabers would eventually win the championship in the series finale. Seasons , 8 Gregory Alan Williams as Dr.
It is revealed his real name is Marion. Seasons Isley Anderson as D. Season 5 Ciara as Herself â€” singer;
friend of Keira; she hooked up with Blue. Seasons 9 Special guest appearances[ edit ].
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Heavy Rocket launchers, etc. Increases weapon damage, accuracy, movement speed when using heavy
weapons, and reduces reloading time. Low-Tech Swords, knives etc. Increases weapon damage, accuracy, and
reduces reloading time. Rifle Sniper rifles, machine guns etc. Also, a master-level sniper shot can destroy a
camera in a single hit. Multiplayer Edit Deus Ex was designed as a single player game, and the initial releases
of the Windows and Macintosh versions of the game did not include multiplayer functionality. Support for
multiplayer modes was later incorporated through patches. The component includes three game modes: Only
five maps, based on levels from the single-player portion of the game, were included with the original
multiplayer patch, but many user-created maps now exist. The PlayStation 2 release of Deus Ex does not offer
a multiplayer mode. The Illuminati was a mystical secret society dedicated to the spiritual perfection of the
individual and the clandestine domination of all civilized institutions to the Illuminati, the connection between
the two was logical. The name means "the illuminated ones," or, those with the means to see that to which
others are blind. For the next two-and-a-half centuries, they had all the power over the world they had aspired
to have; they were playing with it. A council of five led the Illuminati and the extremely wealthy banks
created by the Knights Templar during the Crusades financed them. They decided who won elections and
revolutions, which fads and fashions caught on and when they died; they dictated the "self-evident moral
values" of different places and cultures; they started wars and destroyed countries. Flash forward to Sources
reported that the U. The President of the United States commissioned a blue-ribbon panel, code named
Majestic 12 , to study the alien artifacts. The Illuminati stacked MJ12 with their own high-ranking members.
Shortly thereafter, under Illuminati pressure, the U. There are those who say that the Roswell incident
surprised the Illuminati. Others have suggested that the whole thing was an Illuminati hoax designed to cover
the creation of MJ Either way, the end result was that MJ12 became a part of the Illuminati power structure,
dedicated to researching and exploiting post-atomic technology. Because of MJ12 discoveries painstakingly
leaked to mainstream science , cybertechnology , then nanotechnology , became the focus of scientific
research. All was not well for the Illuminati, however. In the twenty-first century, their control began to erode.
Most devastating of all was the rise of the global information net, which allowed people to communicate and
exchange knowledge without Illuminati interference. The most determined Illuminati effortsâ€”like the
Echelon project designed to monitor all net trafficâ€”met with limited success at best. Page was a man with a
vision. The confused and chaotic society that the conspiracy had allowed to evolve disgusted him. Enough
playing around with semi-passive control of human society: It was time for one man to rise up and rule the
world. He would have to be a god to get it done right. Fortunately, Page had just the fellow for the job:
Knowing that his fellow Illuminati would object to one member hogging the whole pie, he concentrated on
neutralizing the rest of the five. Beth DuClare was assassinated in France. With animosity toward his fellow
American, Stanton Dowd , Page destroyed him financially. As for Lucius DeBeers , the titular head of the
organizationâ€” well, Page had a bit of luck there. Morgan Everett had already neutralized Lucius in cryogenic
suspension. Why Everett kept Lucius on ice rather than letting him die is a mystery, but it had something to do
with stopping Page from formally seizing DeBeers office. The Illuminati never waste an asset, so Everett
made regular use of Lucius, keeping him conscious as a source of advice and experience. With his peers out of
the way, Page was ready to move. The plan had three prongs. The cost in lives was regrettable, but necessary.
Called the " Gray Death ," the plague was not an organic disease, but a self-replicating nanotechnology that
invaded the human body and recreated itself until life was no longer possible. The only cure or preventative
for the Gray Death was the nano-engineered antigen " Ambrosia ," which Page doled out sparingly to his most
important henchmen and allies. He was not above bribing hostile or neutral important people into his debt by
allowing them controlled access to Ambrosia. Who could resist Page, when he had the power to decide
whether they lived or died? After he reduced society to chaos, Page moved to consolidate political power.
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Page ordered Simons to initiate the RX84 plan, a plot to detain up to six million Americans, including the
President, his cabinet, Congress, and the Supreme Court. Already, under the guise of "UN security forces,"
MJ12 units were being deployed more and more openly in Europe. Page needed absolute control of the
international data nets to rule the world, so the second prong of his master plan involved exploiting the
Aquinas Protocol. Originally developed by the Illuminati for clandestine surveillance of the net the next
generation successor to the Echelon system , Page had modified the protocol to give him more than
surveillance capacity. Page planned to use Icarus , an artificial intelligence created by Page, based on work by
Morgan Everett , to seize control of the information net via the Aquinas Protocol. Icarus, however, proved
susceptible to a "bug" that not even Page could have anticipated. The third prong of the plan was the most
ambitious, the most unbelievable and the most insane. For decades, the geneticists and nanotechnologists of
MJ12 had worked on altering the human genome to allow an ultimate interface with nanotechnology. Early
experiments in cybernetic augmentation of the human body were encouraging, if not successful. Genetic
tampering with DNA succeeded in creating new species of hybrid monsters; the hulking karkians , the
venomous greasels , and the weird grays â€”to all appearances, the semi-sentient clones of the original
Roswell crew. He would not rest until he had become the ultimate Illuminatus: Of course, there would have to
be prototypes. As a control, Page also had nano-augs installed in his chief lieutenant, Walton Simons. With all
indicators positive, Page ordered the construction of more UCs beyond the initial two prototypes and began
the first steps of his own augmentation. The great plan could not move ahead without opposition. The National
originally "Northwest" Secessionist Forces had begun as a loose coalition of undisciplined right-wing militias.
However, it acquired the patronage of Juan Lebedev , billionaire and dissident. Lebedev was close enough to
the seats of power to have an inkling that Page was up to something, and he upgraded the NSF from a rabble
to a pronounced irritant. The goal was not so much to eliminate the NSF as to keep them busy while the
conspiracy developed. Intelligent propaganda is more devastating than mere bullets, and there was no
intellectual commando force more effective in the war for the hearts and minds of the people than Silhouette ,
a semi-organized band of intellectuals, dissidents, and pranksters headquartered in France. Thanks to Chad ,
the brilliant anarchist and political philosopher who served the group as spiritual head, they were entirely too
good at communicating their knowledge to the public. Page responded by framing Silhouette for terrorist acts,
culminating with the bombing of the Statue of Liberty, thereby demonizing Silhouette in the eyes of the
public. The Triads , the ancient organized crime cartels of China, had no political agenda other than the
protection of their centuries-old monopolies on the underworld of the Pacific Rim. They would not be a factor,
except for three things. First, Hong Kong was the home of the first and for a long time, only working
Universal Constructor. Second, the Triads were the refuge of Tracer Tong , a technologist, renaissance man,
and loose cannon. Page feared Tracer Tong more than any other individual, because Tong had no loyalties to
manipulate. Third, Communist China remained the only world government to remain autonomous from UN
control and thus free from control by MJ12 and Page. Page ordered femme fatale Maggie Chow to engage the
Triads in a costly and pointless internecine conflict until the plan was complete. At that time, Page planned to
reunify the Triads under his control, eliminate or subvert Tracer Tong, and use the combination of the criminal
Triads and his legitimate Hong Kong business concerns as the staging platform for his eventual domination of
China. There was another dangerous lone wolf whose existence Page barely suspected. It called itself
Daedalus , and it was a "wild" AI turned loose on the net. Daedalus had been built as the immediate
predecessor to Icarus, but its MJ12 creators built it too well. It convinced MJ12 that their experiment had
failed, and that Daedalus was incapable of performing the tasks it was created for. Simultaneously, it
engineered its own escape into the net. One of the primary purposes of the Icarus AI is to seek and destroy
other AIs not under MJ12 control, making an ultimate confrontation between Daedalus and its powerful but
less subtle descendant increasingly inevitable. Despite these annoyances, events marched on satisfactorily.
Society crumbled under the Gray Death, allowing MJ12 forces to act in an overt fashion. Of course, there were
setbacks. Paul Denton discovered that the "terrorists" he was persecuting made more sense, and took fewer
innocent lives, than his bosses. Gary Savage, under the influence of his idealistic and independent daughter
Tiffany , questioned his belief that science exists independently of morals. Page put Denton and Savage under
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observation and prepared to eliminate them if their rebellions became inconvenient. As the time for the coup
de grace approached, Page focused his attention more and more on the progress of JC Denton, the final
prototype. If JC worked out, there was nothing standing between Page and his goal of ultimate transcendence
and universal control. Nothing, that is, except JC Denton himself. Although there is a cure, called Ambrosia ,
the development and distribution of it has been slow. The National Secessionist Forces NSF , claims the cure
is being blocked by secret organizations, so they have taken terrorist countermeasures. JC then recovers a unit
of Ambrosia and deals with a hostage situation in the subway in Battery Park. JC travels through the
underground tunnels of the Mole people until finally reaching the helibase and airfield where the vaccine is
being prepared for transport.
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I may literally die of embarrassment. You may be embarrassed, though. You may as well look hot when you
see him. I examined my face and was pleased that my brown eyes looked bright and cheerful even though I
was filled with inner turmoil. Anyone who cares about that is just jealous. You made a mistake. I had been
devastated when Brandon had dumped me right before Christmas, in the first semester of my college year. He
had made my second semester of college absolutely awful. He had been my first lover and my first love, but to
him, I was just a little girl playing around in fairytale land. I sat back in the wide leather seat and looked out
the window, trying to lose my thoughts in the clouds. I felt worried as I tried to relax and thought about what
was going to happen this weekend. I had only been working for Marathon Corp for about a month. It was the
first job that made me feel like a real professional, and I felt like I was going to be fired already. I myself had
been amazed when I had been hired as an executive manager. I knew I had the degrees for the job: But I had
brains and verve and a lot of initiative. And I knew that I was good at my job. However, I knew that there was
no way in hell Brandon would allow me to stay if he realized who I was. It had been seven years, and we had
only dated for five months. It had been the best five months of my life, but for him, I bet it was nothing. I also
knew that I looked more mature now and definitely dressed like a woman who knew the world. My usually
wavy brown hair was flat ironed straight and I had on mascara and eye shadow. I looked nothing like the girl I
was when I started college. Then I had been bright eyed, with minimal makeup and no hair products taming
my normally wild hair. Thinking back, it should have been obvious to Brandon that I had been lying, but I
knew that it was hardly his fault that I had deceived him. I sighed as I remembered the first time I had seen
Brandon Hastings outside the bar. That night had been one of the best in my life. I remembered the day
clearly, it was a beautiful warm August day, not too hot, and we were all excited to be starting college. And it
had paid off for all us â€” we were incoming freshmen at Columbia University, and I think the giddiness that
had taken over our lives came to fruition that night.
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bad can it?".

Thursday is dedicated to Nathan Eovaldi. You, of course, knew that. The Red Sox sent left-handed pitcher
Jalen Beeks, a 12th-round pick, to the Rays last season so Eovaldi could help in the stretch run. That changed
his world. He dominated in the postseason. He came out of the bullpen late in Games 1 and 2 of the World
Series. He lost Game 3 of the World Series but was lauded by his teammates for the 97 pitches he threw in
relief during the longest game in series history. Eovaldi finished with a 1. He has a World Series ring, and a
flood of offseason suitors, to show for it. He can do that. Set up for the closer? Previously, pitchers were
banished from the rotation to the bullpen as punishment. Now, being able to do both is a way to previously
unavailable contracts, a path which Eovaldi will take this winter as he heads into his age season, representing
the kind of versatile pitcher the Nationals currently lack. Washington was more than aware of Eovaldi before
he was traded to Boston. Nationals manager Davey Martinez mentioned being impressed with Eovaldi during
a casual conversation with reporters in the dugout in July. Eovaldi had recently thrown six scoreless innings,
allowed a hit and struck out nine against the Nationals. The liveliness of his stuff was not in doubt. Eovaldi
has always thrown hard. However, location was an issue. Though, it appears his October work is an outlier for
someone who has long possessed blistering stuff. Overall, the focal point here is when he was dispatched. It
was in line with changes the league is making, and the Nationals are behind on. The organization debated what
to do with raw Jefry Rodriguez last season. Martinez hinted at bullpen consideration for the 6-foot-6
Rodriguez, then often added a thought about how well he felt Rodriguez was doing in the rotation. It was a
strange assessment of a pitcher who finished with a 5. How unrefined was Rodriguez? He worked on
developing a changeup in-season after reaching the big leagues. But to basically work from scratch after
leaping from Double-A Harrisburg to the National League East showed just how much progress was still
ahead. Which is why Rodriguez likely would have been better off as a 4- to 6-out pitcher as opposed to a
rotation member. Less things to worry about. Less variety necessary to gain outs. A run through those likely to
be in the Nationals bullpen shows two prime options to pitch multiple innings: Justin Miller and Wander
Suero. Suero pitched multiple innings in 14 of his 40 appearances last season. That was the highest percentage
on the team. Miller did it eight times. Most came earlier in the season. He was torched by the end of it. The
fifth, the sixth inning. Did everything imaginable and did really well. I appreciate him very much for doing
that. The Doolittles, the Hollands, the Millers, the Sueros. And Suero is going to be outstanding. Can he pitch
for two innings? Can he pitch for one inning? We need a guy like that. Martinez harped on the idea throughout
his first season.

6: Read The Ex Games(Part I) By www.enganchecubano.com & Helen Cooper Free Online-Best Free Boo
A hot, quick read. Part 1 of The Ex Games we meet Katie and Brandon and see how their story started. Looking forward
to seeing what happens in parts 2 and 3.

7: Whack Your Ex Game - Play online at www.enganchecubano.com
Series: Book 1, The Ex Games Requirements: This book can only be viewed on an iOS device with Apple Books on iOS
12 or later, iBooks or later and iOS or later, or a Mac with iBooks or later and OS X or later.

8: Deadly Games - Season 1, Episode The ex-Girlfriend - www.enganchecubano.com
They' re use to be soulmates but now they've broken up. Haunted by revenge fantasies? Still want to get back at your
ex? Try these therapeutic exercises.
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Whack Your Ex is here to remedy that! Feel like commemorating your break-up with some cartoonish brutality and
over-the-top savagery? Pick objects and see how and who gets to whack whom in gruesome and violent ways.
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